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DOTS CERAMIC
         AUGUST 20
                      –      19



MATERIALS
Earthenware with reactive glaze

COLORS
Rose, Light Blue and Burnt Orange 

DIMENSIONS
Ø9 cm / 3.5” 

Ø13 cm / 5”

PRICES
Ø9 cm: € 35 / £ 32 / USD 44 / DKK 249 / SEK 

335 / NOK 315 / CAD 59  

Ø13 cm: € 39,5 / £ 36 / USD 50 / DKK 295 / SEK 

399 / NOK 375 / CAD 65

PRESS   
Images, prices, product factsheets and

designer biographies are available for download

on our website: Muuto.com/Press-Kit

CONTACT 
EUROPE & RoW 
Katrin Fieseler 

kf@muuto.com 

+45 91 99 57 93

NORTH AMERICA & APAC
Nikolaj Hansson 

nh@muuto.com

+45 28 70 18 05

FOLLOW US ON 
instagram.com/muutodesign

pinterest.com/muuto

facebook.com/muuto
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DOTS CERAMIC

MUUTO INTRODUCES A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON ITS ICONIC DESIGN: DOTS CERAMIC
Created as the latest member of Muuto’s iconic Dots Series by Norwegian designer 
Lars Tornøe, the Dots Ceramic bring an artful expression to the design through a 
new, modern material. 

The Dots Ceramic is crafted with a reactive glaze for a unique and sophisticated 
look, giving each piece a distinct appearance, making for an artful expression and 
refined touch while echoing the ideas of traditional, fine craftsmanship. 
Use the Dots Ceramic as hooks in any room of the house for an elegant expression. 

LARS TORNØE ON THE DESIGN:
“Dots Ceramic is an elegant and sculptural perspective on the friendly coat hook, 
echoing the ideas of fine craftsmanship. The design has a reactive glaze that gives 
each Dots Ceramic an entirely unique surface, making for an artful expression 
and refined touch while treating your clothes with the greatest care. Designed 
in multiple colors and sizes, the Dots Ceramic can be arranged in any pattern 
imaginable to express your personal taste.”

ABOUT LARS TORNØE
Lars Tornøe is a Norwegian designer, working within furniture and product design. 
He has won several awards such as Designer of the Year in Norway and the Award 
for Design Excellence while his work has been shown at exhibitions around the 
world. His Dots for Muuto are part of the permanent collection at Danish Design 
Centre. 

ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by enduring 
aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression. By expanding 
this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques and bold creative thinking, 
our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on Scandinavian design. 
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“Dots Ceramic is an elegant and sculptural perspective on the friendly coat 
hook, echoing the ideas of fine craftsmanship.”
— Lars Tornøe


